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D’Alessio a Featured Editorial Contributor to the Prestigious St. James’s House 
Book Timeless Luxury–Ninety Years of the Rolls-Royce Phantom,  

And Just Released by Hi-Design International Publishers–French Style Villa Book 
 

New York, NY–May 22, 2015 –D’Alessio Inspired Architectural Designs, 
(www.BuiltByDAlessio.com) is an award-winning international legacy home-designer, provides 
luxury bespoke quality design and build services direct to clients, interior-designers and 
architects, is honoured to be an editorial contributor to 
recently released books: Timeless Luxury–Ninety Years of 
the Phantom and French Style Villa. 
 
The Timeless Luxury–Ninety Years of the Phantom is a 
192-page hardback publication, exploring the living legacy 
of the world’s most famous marque, Rolls-Royce, along with 
the impact of one of its most iconic models–The New 
Phantom. View Grand Designs–Pride of Place article about 
the D’Alessio Company’s art of legacy building design, see 
pages 104-105 here http://bit.ly/1ImDXIl 
 
 
The French Style Villa Book will appeal to Francophile enthusiasts as well as the casual reader 
alike discovering the defining elements that comprise authentic French style. The 456 page 

hardcover book has a preface by the company’s president Andrea 
D’Alessio, Jr on page-12. The book also highlights four of the 
companies projects as well as other world-renowned designers: To 
view the book click here: 
http://issuu.com/hidesignpublish/docs/french_style_villa 
 
Our company is honoured and humbled to receive these featured 
editorials in Timeless Luxury–Ninety Years of the (Rolls-Royce) 
Phantom–Pride of Place and the French Style Villa books. Both 
books represent symbols of excellence in the luxury market place,” 
states D’Alessio Inspired Architectural Designs’ President Mr. 
D’Alessio. 
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Timeless Luxury 
More than 200 Rolls-Royce Owners’ Club (RROC) members and VIP guests joined the London 
based St James’s House the publisher of Timeless Luxury–Ninety Years of the Phantom, for a 
very British afternoon tea and champagne reception book launch at the RROC’s 64

th 
Annual 

Meet in Florida. Owners and enthusiasts from across the country gather each year to have the 
chance to view the finest vintage Rolls-Royce and Bentley motorcars in existence today. 
 
Timeless Luxury–Ninety Years of the Phantom explores the rich history of the marquees and 
extends into areas of art, culture, luxury and travel that resonate with the interests of RROC 
members and enthusiasts–a world of people, places, and things. The book includes a chapter on 
The Art of The Phantom, that highlights the beautifully illustrated 1925 catalogue of New 
Phantom models from 1925, entitled Advance Sketches of New Coachwork. View the book and 
the D’Alessio’s editorial in Chapter 3–Grand Designs titled Pride of Place here: 
http://bit.ly/1ImDXIl. Other books published by St. James’s House Publishing can be found 
here: http://www.stjamess.org 
 
French Style  
“French inspired design beckons grand images of Louis XIV, The Sun King’s Baroque styled 
Versailles palace and its elaborate jardin à la française – formal gardens, to the easy comfort 
and elegance of Provencal French county. The French Style Villa book lives up to these 
expectations,” states D’Alessio Inspired Architectural Designs’ President Mr. D’Alessio 
 
This 456 page coffee-table book French Style Villa is published by Hi-Design International 
Publishing Company (HK), features a preface by Andrea D'Alessio on page-12 and highlights 
four D'Alessio company projects: The Cote d'Azur–pages 62-87; The Chateau–pages 36-61, The 
Louis XIX–pages 158-177 and The Maison de Village–pages 178-189. 
 
The contributors' illustrations in this book help define elements that comprise authentic French 
design style. View all the globally renowned contributors of the French Style Villa book here: 
http://issuu.com/hidesignpublish/docs/french_style_villa 
 
D’Alessio is also featured in another Hi-Design book: European Classical Staircases, that 
highlight along with other celebrated designers iconic staircases, view here:  
http://issuu.com/hidesignpublish/docs/european_classical_staircase__vol.1. Other books 
published by Hi-Design Publishing can be found here: http://issuu.com/hidesignpublish,  
 
About D’Alessio Inspired Architectural Designs 
A unique international legacy home-design and construction company, providing high quality 
design/build services, directly to clients, designers and architects. Specializes in building bespoke 21st 
century castles, luxury mansions & estates, European chateaux,  renovations, outside living spaces, 
restore or reproduce historic building designs, build commercial, public or monumental projects–see more 
at: www.BuiltByDAlessio.com 

 Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/Dalessio.Architectural.Designs?ref=hl 
 Twitter Feed @ http://www.twitter.com/BuiltByAndrea  
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